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Abstract—While processing material in rotating vessels such as rotary kilns, adhesions on the inner vessel wall can occur. Large adhesions usually affect the process negatively and need to be prevented. An online detection and analysis of adhesions inside the vessel during operation could allow the process control to deploy counter-measures that prevent additional adhesions or reduce the adhesion’s sizes. In this paper, we present a new method that enables an image-based online detection, tracking and characterization of adhesions inside a rotating vessel. Our algorithm makes use of the rotational movements of adhesions in a structure from motion approach which allows for the measurement of the positions and heights of adhesions with a single camera. The applicability of our method is shown by means of image sequences from a rotating vessel model as well as from an industrially used cement rotary kiln.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rotating vessels are widely used to process materials in chemical plants. They usually have a cylindrical shape and their rotation axis is slightly inclined to the horizontal. The raw material for processing is fed into the vessel at its upper end. While the raw material is mixed by the rotary motion of the vessel it gradually moves towards the vessels lower end.

Typical representatives of industrially used rotating vessels are rotary kilns which are employed for cement production, metal recycling or waste incineration [1], [2]. A common problem during the operation of rotary kilns are adhesions (cakings) of the processed material on the inner vessel wall. Up to a small height, adhesions are sometimes intended in order to build up a protective layer for the inner vessel wall. Nevertheless, an increased adhesion formation is problematic. Large adhesions usually have a negative influence on the process behavior by provoking worse mixing or changed flow conditions. They can even lead to an accretion of the entire cross-section of the vessel. In this case, a complete shutdown of the plant has to be induced in order to remove the adhesions.

An online detection of the height and position of adhesions inside the vessel could prevent further adhesions or degenerate existing adhesions via an appropriate change of process parameters e.g. via adaptions of the temperature profile, the material composition or the feed charge. Current methods to analyze adhesions use infrared line scanners that examine the outer wall of the rotating vessels with respect to temperature variations. This approach only works when there are differences between the vessel’s inside temperature and the outside temperature and additionally presumes a known temperature profile inside the vessel. Due to the thickness of the wall, inferring single adhesions from the temperature distribution of the vessel’s outer wall is often not possible.

In the past few years custom-built camera systems have been used to observe the inside of rotary kilns from the back or front opening for monitoring purposes. The so acquired images offer the chance to analyze the processed material [3] or the employed burner systems [4], [5]. Moreover, adhesions inside the vessel can be observed in the images. Nevertheless, an automatic image-based detection and analysis of adhesions does not exist so far.

In this paper, we present a new method that allows for the automatic image-based analysis of adhesions inside rotating vessels via a structure from motion approach. This newly extracted information can be used to build up an approximate elevation profile of the inner vessel wall. In Figure 1 a schematic representation of the analyzed scenario is given. It should be mentioned that the presented method is not a classical structure from motion approach since the camera position is fixed and specific constraints of the scenario are considered.

The underlying task of the proposed method can be formulated as follows: Let at least three images at various succeeding points in time acquired by a stationary camera observing the inside of the rotating vessel with at least one adhesion be given. Additionally, the employed camera is not located on the rotational axis of the vessel. Then, the height and the position of the adhesions inside the vessel are to extract from the acquired images.

In order to improve the readability of this paper the following simplifications are conducted:

- The rotating vessel is of a cylindrical shape.
- The rotating movements of the adhesions in the kiln...
correspond to circles in the images.

The extension to the more general case of arbitrary-shaped vessels and oval or elliptic movements are addressed in Section V.

A. Paper Outline

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II the problem formulation is depicted in general. Mathematical relationships between image data and real-world dimensions are presented in Section III. Section IV covers implementation details from the image feature detection to the extraction of the adhesion’s positions and heights. A discussion of extensions to the proposed method are given in Section V. In Section VI some results of our method applied to a rotating vessel model as well as to an industrial rotary kiln for the cement production are shown.

B. Notation

In this paper we use the following notation. Vectors are denoted by lowercase bold letters such as \( \mathbf{a}, \mathbf{b}, \mathbf{c} \). Scalars are denoted by lowercase Roman or Greek letters (e.g. \( a, b, \alpha \)). All vectors are assumed to be column vectors, if not stated otherwise. A superscript \( T \) denotes a transposition.

II. Problem Formulation

The main idea behind the presented method is to make use of the specific circular movement that an adhesion inside a rotating vessel describes in an image sequence. This information shall be used to determine the depth and the height of that adhesion inside the rotating vessel.

In order to compare the paths of different interest points in the vessel two snapshot situations of the vessel are depicted and merged in one figure. Especially, we are interested in points representing the top of an adhesion (symbolized by a triangle) and points on the inner wall. The first snapshot is taken when the examined points are at \( 0^\circ \) and the second snapshot when they are at \( 180^\circ \). This configuration is shown in Figure 2 for different scenarios.

In a first scenario one adhesion is analyzed with a camera position which is shifted to the rotational axis. Figure 2a shows a comparison of circular paths, between a point \( p_1 \) on top of the adhesion and a point \( p_2 \) representing a point on the inner wall. The second index of the points \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) denotes the particular snapshot. At the two intersection points of the circles both points are at the same position in the image. It can be seen, that the circle of point \( p_1 \) has a smaller radius than the one of point \( p_2 \) and that its center is located closer to the center of the front of the vessel.

In the second scenario (Figure 2b) another slightly larger adhesion is located behind the first adhesion. In this case, the circle of point \( p_1 \) (first adhesion) has a larger radius as the one of point \( p_2 \) (second adhesion). Just like in scenario 1, the center of the first adhesions’s circle is located closer the center of the front of the vessel.

Considering these properties, it can be assumed that the positions of the circle’s centers represent the depth of the adhesion inside the vessel in some way. Besides, a relationship between the radius and the height of the adhesion can be expected.

In the third scenario (Figure 2c) the camera position is located on the rotational axis of the vessel. Here, all possible circular paths of adhesions as well as points on the vessel wall possess the same rotation center in the images. In this case a deduction of the depth inside the vessel by examining the rotation center is not feasible.

Based on these observations, it is obvious that all possible
rotation centers of adhesions have to be located on a line segment which is bounded by the rotation center $x_{c,f} = [x_{c,f}, y_{c,f}]^T$ of the front end of the vessel and the rotation center $x_{c,b} = [x_{c,b}, y_{c,b}]^T$ of the back end (Figure 3a). In the case of a centered camera position, all centers fall together in one point (Figure 3b).

Besides the depth, the angular position of an adhesion is required to complement the position information. Since this can be accomplished straightforwardly by simply using a reference point this issue will not further be addressed in this paper.

In the following section, the found relationships between image-based information and real world information are further examined. Formulas are given that provide the possibility to derive the adhesions heights and depths inside the vessel solely by analyzing their circular paths in the images.

III. METHOD

It is essential to find a proper mathematical connection between image coordinates and real world dimensions to build up an image-based adhesion analyzing. In Lemma 1 the relationship between the rotation center in the image and the depth inside the vessel is depicted. Lemma 2 provides a possibility to derive the adhesions height from its image-based position.

**Lemma 1.** The relationship between the x-image-coordinate of an adhesions’s rotation center $x_{c,a}$ and the depth $z$ of the adhesion inside the vessel is given by

$$z = l \left( \frac{r_f}{r_{b1}} - 1 \right) \left( \frac{r_f}{r_{b1}} - 1 \right) - 1 \right).$$

The same value $z$ occurs if the y-image-coordinate is used:

$$z = l \left( \frac{r_f}{r_{b1}} - 1 \right) \left( \frac{y_{c,a} - y_{c,b}}{y_{c,f} - y_{c,b}} \right) (r_f + r_b) - 1 \right).$$

**Proof:** From Figure 4 the following geometrical relationships between the distance $d_{\text{image}}$ of the image plane, the distance $d_{\text{cam}}$ between the camera and the front side of the vessel, the depth inside the vessel $z$, the vessel length $l$, the vessel radius $r$, the image-based radius of the front side of the vessel $r_f$ and the image-based radius $r_{a0}$ of a point on the vessel wall in depth $z$ can be deduced applying the intercept theorem,

$$\frac{d_{\text{image}}}{d_{\text{cam}} + z} = \frac{r_{a0}}{r}. \quad (3)$$

Further

$$\frac{d_{\text{image}}}{d_{\text{cam}}} = \frac{r_f}{r}. \quad (4)$$

holds. Considering $z = l$ which corresponds to $r_{a0} = r_b$, where $r_b$ is the image-based radius of the back side of the vessel, results in

$$\frac{d_{\text{image}}}{d_{\text{cam}}} = \frac{r_f}{r}. \quad (5)$$

Using (4) and (5) to substitute $d_{\text{cam}}$ and $d_{\text{image}}$, (3) can be written as

$$r_{a0} = \frac{r_f}{1 + \frac{r_f}{r_b} - 1}. \quad (6)$$

Equation (6) solved for the depth $z$ subject to the radius $r_{a0}$ gives

$$z = \frac{l}{r_b - 1} \left( \frac{r_f - 1}{r_{a0} - 1} \right). \quad (7)$$

Figure 5 depicts the relationship between the radius and the rotation center. Obviously, the closer the rotation center is located to the vessel front, the larger the radius gets. Applying the intercept theorem for segments on parallels the relation

$$\frac{AB}{DE} = \frac{BC}{EF} \quad (8)$$

can be deduced. Expressing the above segments with the radii and $x$-coordinates of the centers

$$\frac{x_{c,a0} - x_{c,b}}{x_{c,f} - x_{c,b}} = \frac{r_{a0} - r_b}{r_f - r_b} \quad (9)$$

and using the $y$-coordinate of the centers

$$\frac{y_{c,a0} - y_{c,b}}{y_{c,f} - y_{c,b}} = \frac{r_{a0} - r_b}{r_f - r_b}. \quad (10)$$
Figure 5. Schematic camera-image of the frontal view of a rotating vessel. Geometric relationships between rotation centers and their corresponding radii are outlined.

Figure 6. Top-view of a rotating vessel in the level of the rotation axis. Assuming a pinhole camera, the image plane, relevant optical paths and sizes are given in order to outline the relationship between the height of an adhesion and the image-based radii.

holds. Substituting \( r_{a0} \) in (7) using (9) and (10) leads to (1) and (2).

The next Lemma considers the relationship between the image-based radius and rotation center of an adhesion and its height in real-world dimensions.

**Lemma 2.** The height \( h_a \) of an adhesion subject to the image-based radius of its peak \( r_a \) and its rotation center \( x\)-coordinate \( x_{c,a} \) is given by

\[
h_a(x_{c,a}, r_a) = r \left( 1 - \frac{r_a}{r_{a0}} \right)(r_f - r_b) + r_b
\]

respectively

\[
h_a(y_{c,a}, r_a) = r \left( 1 - \frac{r_a}{r_{a0}} \right)(r_f - r_b) + r_b
\]

by using the \( y \)-coordinate of the rotation center \( y_{c,a} \).

**Proof:** In Figure 6 the following relationship can be seen by employing the intercept theorem,

\[
\frac{r - h_a}{r} = \frac{r_a}{r_{a0}}
\]

Solving (13) for \( h_a \) yields

\[
h_a = r \left( 1 - \frac{r_a}{r_{a0}} \right).
\]

Substituting \( r_{a0} \) using (9) and (10) as well as employing the relations \( x_{c,a} = x_{c,a0} \) and \( y_{c,a} = y_{c,a0} \) (the rotation center is independent from the height of an adhesion) results in (11) and (12).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The entire processing chain for the extraction of adhesion heights and depths after acquiring an image sequence of the vessel’s inside comprises several processing steps (Figure 7). The single steps are explained in the following subsections.

In practice, the geometric model of the vessel is usually known beforehand and so is the camera position. This means, the vessel’s radius and length, as well as the vessel’s front and back side’s rotation centers in the images are given parameters.

A. Detection

The first step of the processing chain is the detection of relevant local image points. Relevant image points are primarily adhesion peaks but not exclusively since the more points are used the more detailed an elevation profile of the inner vessel becomes. The choice of the detector algorithm depends on the particular application. Varying process conditions can complicate the detection of the same interest point in subsequent image frames. Possible proven methods to identify relevant local interest points in an image are the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm [6] or the Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) algorithm [7], [8]. The region of interest, which is used for the detection algorithm, is given by the image part that comprises the inside of the vessel.
B. Tracking

Tracking requires a method that extracts descriptors of the interest points that are rotational invariant and allow for a reliable matching of the interest points in subsequent images. In our case, we use Fast Retina Keypoint (FREAK) descriptors [9] to perform the matching of the interest points between two images.

To further improve the assignment of the detected interest points a Kalman filter for each new interest point sequence is initialized. The Kalman tracking filter allows for the prediction of the position of the interest point in subsequent frames and the consideration of missed detections in single frames. We use the predicted positions as centers of small circular regions of interests (ROIs) where the possible interest points matches have to be located. Detected interest points that are outside of these ROIs are not taken into account for the specific matching. In order to keep up a linear movement, which is a requirement for the Kalman tracking filter, the Cartesian coordinates are converted to polar coordinates. As long as the actual rotation center of the interest point is unknown (i.e. before the circle fitting) the middle of the line segment representing all possible rotation centers is used for the conversion. Once the circle fitting took place, the according circle center is applied.

C. Circle Fitting

In this processing step the circle parameters radius and center of each adhesion are estimated from the detected image positions. Fitting of circles to given data points is a common computer vision task which involves e.g. the minimization of the sum of squares of the geometric distances via

\[ E_{\text{geom}} = \sum_{k=1}^{N_p} \left( \| p_k - x_c \|^2 - r^2 \right) \to \min . \]  

(15)

Here, the number of the data points \( p_k \) is given by \( N_p \) and the corresponding radius is represented by \( r \). For employing a circle fitting at least three positions of the observed adhesion have to be known. The required number of image positions depends on the degrees of freedom which is three for a circle fitting and would e.g. be higher for an ellipse fitting approach. In our application we have additional prior knowledge which on the one hand can be used to reduce the degrees of freedom of the fitting task and on the other hand improves the fitting accuracy. This prior knowledge is given by the constraint that all possible rotation centers of adhesions have to be located on the line segment bounded by the rotation center of the vessel’s front end and the rotation center of the back end (see Section II). The adaption to a circle fitting problem can be done easily by substituting one center variable with the help of the line equation

\[ y_c = \frac{y_{b,c} - y_{f,c}}{x_{b,c} - x_{f,c}} x_c + y_{b,c} - \frac{y_{b,c} - y_{f,c}}{x_{b,c} - x_{f,c}} x_{b,c} . \]  

(16)

The output of the circle fitting step is a list that contains the radius and center of each adhesion.

D. Structure from Motion Method

In this step, the calculations presented in Section III are conducted for each tracked adhesion point. The aim of this processing step is to connect the 2D-image-based motion information to 3D-real-world structure information. That means, after determining the particular circle parameters the corresponding depths and heights of the adhesions inside the vessel are calculated. Given this information, an elevation profile of the inner vessel wall can be built up. Due to occlusions caused by large adhesions or missed detections a complete elevation profile is usually not possible.

V. Extensions

Up to now some simplifying presumptions concerning the vessel and the imaging were made. In the following, extensions of the method are proposed.

A. Arbitrary-shaped Rotating Vessels

The presented method is also applicable for more general shapes of the vessel. Two restrictions have yet to be made to ensure a correct determination of real-world information from the image data:

- the rotational axis is orthogonal to the base of the vessel
- the cross-section of the vessel is identical along the rotational axis

In the more general case, it is indispensable to consider the rotational angular position \( \alpha \) of the adhesion since the cross-section of the vessel is not invariant to rotation. Instead for radii, distances \( d \) from the rotation center have to be accounted for. This leads to adaptions in the equations proposed in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, where the following substitutions have to be done: \( r_a \triangleq d_a(\alpha) \), \( r_b \triangleq d_b(\alpha) \), \( r_f \triangleq d_f(\alpha) \), \( r_{a0} \triangleq d_{a0}(\alpha) \) and \( r \triangleq d(\alpha) \).

B. Non-circular Paths

In the previous sections we assumed that the rotational movements of adhesions are reflected by circular paths in the images. Actually, the movements correspond to oval paths in the images where the ratio of the oval’s axes depend on the distance of the camera from the rotational axis of the vessel. Therefore, the employed simplification is not applicable to camera positions highly shifted from the rotational axis of the vessel. Since the mathematical handling of ovals is rather complex a convenient way is the implementation of an ellipse fitting approach in these cases. Algorithms that allow for the fitting of ellipses to given data points are e.g. described in [10], [11] and [12].
C. Miscellaneous

In some situations the detection of the upper end of the vessel in the image sequences is not possible e.g. due to bad visibility conditions caused by a high particle load in the vessel atmosphere. In this case, it is also feasible to use other reference points in known depths of the vessel to build up the geometric model.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In industrial vessels it is hardly possible to validate the measured data of adhesions while the vessel is in operation (e.g. due to high temperatures). Hence, we built up an experimental setup of a rotating vessel model that allows for the comparison of measured data with ground truth data in order to validate our method. The principal applicability of our method under industrial conditions is shown on the basis of image data acquired at a rotary kiln for the cement production.

A. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consists of a vessel with a length of 0.6 m and a radius of 0.09 m. Its rotation speed can be manually adjusted. We deployed black cones of different sizes that can be placed inside the vessel to simulate the adhesions. Using a marker at the frontal vessel wall allows for the determination of angular positions of the adhesions. The employed camera has a resolution of 960 × 1280 pixels. Here, we used the FAST interest point detector to locate the adhesion peaks.

Figure 8 shows the experimental setup and the tracked detection points of one adhesion dummy in an acquired image. In Table I a comparison of the estimated values for adhesion heights and depths with our proposed method and the real values are given for three different experiments. The estimated adhesion heights and depths are the calculated values after half a revolution of the vessel. Based on these values the relative error is determined.

In all experiments the estimated depth and height values approximate the real values with low errors. More precise values are expected by employing cameras with higher image resolutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.1</th>
<th>Exp.2</th>
<th>Exp.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image-based</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real value</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative error</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 shows an image sequence of a rotary kiln which is used for the cement production. In the analyzed situation numerous adhesions at the kiln’s inner wall are noticeable. One distinct large adhesion is marked in the images. The image data was acquired with a custom-built infrared camera with air supply and water cooling. The camera’s resolution is 320 × 240 pixels. Due to the high prices of such camera systems, stereo vision to gather 3D information of the kiln’s inside is no option. In Figure 10 the circle of the vessel’s front side, a reference circle in a known depth of the kiln (back side circle) as well as the line of possible rotation centers are drawn. Additionally, the estimated circle of the adhesion’s movement is given.

Using the given parameters (Table II) our method provides an estimated height of 0.51 m and a depth inside the kiln of 0.4 m for the analyzed adhesion. Both values are plausible for the given situation in the rotary kiln. Due to the harsh environmental conditions inside the rotary kiln (e.g. dust clouds, varying illumination) the detection part of the proposed method was conducted manually in this case. Future improvements of our method comprise the increase of the robustness of the detection part at highly challenging conditions.

Both applications show the feasibility of our structure from motion method for the analysis of adhesions inside rotating vessels. Nevertheless, for applying the entire image processing chain from Figure 7 it is required that relevant image points (especially adhesion peaks) can be detected.
and tracked in a robust way. In particular inside industrially used vessels, disturbances such as flames, smoke or flue ash can occur. Consequences are varying illumination conditions or occlusions which lead to difficulties in the detection and tracking step. Due to possible high particle loads inside a vessel the transmission could also be low and thereby limit the maximum depth where adhesions can be detected. Another limiting factor is the image resolution which determines the preciseness of measurements. At low image resolution which are e.g. still common in currently available cameras for rotary kilns, this can be a limiting factor for the image-based analysis of adhesions deep inside the vessel.

VII. Conclusion

The presented structure from motion based method opens the new possibility to analyze adhesions inside rotating vessels with regard to their positions and heights by means of computer vision. Using the motion information of adhesions in the acquired image sequences it is possible to deduce on the adhesions’ positions and heights with a single camera. The applicability of the method was shown by using image sequences from an experimental setup as well as from an industrial cement rotary kiln. The proposed method allows for a deeper insight in the process behavior of industrially used rotating vessels such as rotary kilns. The extracted information can be used to optimize the process control in order to avoid critical adhesions inside rotating vessels. Future works comprise improvements in the detection and tracking part especially for demanding industrial environments and the implementation of an ellipse fitting approach.
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